

Host John A says:
******** Continue Pharaoh Mission*****
               " The code of Warriors"

.CO von Krieg says:
@::scrambles behind an outcropping, still working with the tricorder::

CIV Apryus says:
::sitting in the big chair, tinkering with the display console::

Host John A says:
ACTION: From down the slope near the CSOs position a voice is heard saying " there's one" then the sound of Phasers

OPS Stidd says:
@::Holds position, phaser ready watching for movement from the adversaries::

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
@::Raises his weapon above the outcropping...aims...for a weapons lock::

CO von Krieg says:
::tries to establish an up link to the shuttle::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: senses that the CSO is still alive, but is stunned ::  CO: he's still alive, sir.

CO von Krieg says:
@All: Pull back, by the numbers. Provide cover for each other. Fire if neccessary.

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: aims her tricorder in the direction of the shots... ::

CO von Krieg says:
@::notes that the tricorder makes  a positive lock on the shuttle's systems::

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
@::Fires several shots...around some rock formations...::

FCO Qwynn says:
@ CO: There are 10 to 15 people encircling Wilkes, and I sense they are confused as to his identity.

OPS Stidd says:
@CO: Aye sir.:: begins to pull back giving cover to the others::

CO von Krieg says:
FCO/OPS: Prepare for an emergency beam out.

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
@::Notices a structure that isn't on the mapping.....could it be one of their ships....starts rushing towards it....::

OPS Stidd says:
@CO: aye sir:: Prepares for beam out::

CO von Krieg says:
@::studs a transport command into the uplink::

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
@::Gets his back to a rock...and then scans the shuttle...should he destroy it....or investigate it....::

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: materializes aboard the shuttle, sits in the driver's seat ::

CO von Krieg says:
@:;waits for the confirmation::

CIV Apryus says:
::scans to insure no other vessels are in orbit::

FCO Qwynn says:
@ CO: Someone is just outside the shuttle, Captain.

OPS Stidd says:
@::Disappears from the surface and reappears on the shuttle:: COMM: Captain we are aboard, ready for next wave.

OPS Stidd says:
::Steps over to the copilots seat::

CO von Krieg says:
OPS/FCO: Is it possible to capture this person?

FCO Qwynn says:
@ CO: We need to detain whoever this is outside the shuttle, sir,

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
@::Decides on the later, rushes in...and finds the FCO at the pilot seat...points his gun to his throat:: FCO: Move and die....

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: nods ::  CO: I can beam him aboard.

CO von Krieg says:
::nods::

Woman in Black says:
@ :: appears only to the CO and whispers in his ear seductively:: CO: This isn't like you lover, running away?

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: establishes a transporter lock on the individual outside the shuttle ::

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: prepares a security force field ::

OPS Stidd says:
@::Readies a phaser for the intruder, set to heavy stun::

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
@::Notices he’s moving...fires his Disrupter::

CO von Krieg says:
::goes pale and eyes open wide:: What?

CIV Apryus says:
Computer: scramble and encode transmissions, open a channel to the shuttle

FCO Qwynn says:
@ CO: He's discharged a disruptor in the transporter field, I've disabled it.  

CIV Apryus says:
COMM: Shuttle: Status?

CO von Krieg says:
@All: You beamed over two!:: draws his phaser::

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
@::Wonders why its not working, draws a 3 bladed weapon::

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: sees one person materialize aboard the shuttle ::

Woman in Black says:
@ Looks at the captured soldier. CO: Kill him he is the enemy! Do it for me darling... :: runs a finger down the COs scar

OPS Stidd says:
@Qwynn: I have a phaser ready for our visitor.

FCO Qwynn says:
@ CO: Security force field engaged, Captain.  One person has been transported, sir.

CO von Krieg says:
@Woman: No! Leave me alone...I am not a butcher...

CIV Apryus says:
COMM: Shuttle: Report...Status?

CO von Krieg says:
@::begins to sweat::

FCO Qwynn says:
@All: I sense another presence here...

OPS Stidd says:
@COMM: We are fine but we have a guest, stand by.

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
@::Looks around.....keeps thinking the same line....::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The back of the shuttle fills with the hum of a security field

OPS Stidd says:
@Qwynn: can you get a lock on the Captain?

CO von Krieg says:
@begins to look almost panicked:: All: No, I won't...::breathes heavily::I do not serve you....

CIV Apryus says:
:: Manuals overrides and forces a visual channel to the shuttle, attempting to view whats going on::

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: pushes buttons ::  Stidd: yes.  :: looks at him quizically ::

OPS Stidd says:
@CO: Captain we have the prisoner, please advise.

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
@::Looks for someone he can hold for his life..::

Woman in Black says:
@CO: Serve yourself darling your needs and mine...

CIV Apryus says:
COMM: Shuttle: May I attempt to transport the invaders to the brig?

CO von Krieg says:
@::Lift off...now. Immediately. ::regains a some control:: Engage.

OPS Stidd says:
@::Looks at Qwynn:: FCO: Our first order of business is to protect the captain.

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: engages engines and takes off ::

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
@::Rushes the one giving the Orders.... 

CO von Krieg says:
@::stares hard and straight into space::

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: watches as their guest runs into the force field ::

OPS Stidd says:
FCO: You heard the captain, lift off.

Host John A says:
ACTION: The small containment field throws the prisoner back...

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
@::Falls backwards against the field....unconscious::

CO von Krieg says:
@FCO: Engage, damn it. Those are my orders.

CIV Apryus says:
COMM: Shuttle: Am I talking to a wall? Would anyone desire that I take the prisoners off your hands?

FCO Qwynn says:
@All: We took off over a minute ago. 

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: confused ::

CO von Krieg says:
@::looks confused::

Woman in Black says:
@:: runs her fingers through the COs hair.:: I'm disappointed lover.. you ran. :: looks hurt::

OPS Stidd says:
@COMM: Mr. Apryus, If that is what suits you then do so.

CO von Krieg says:
@Woman ::whispers:: No...I withdrew...no need to fight. no one needs to die today...

CIV Apryus says:
::engages the forcefields of two brig cells and prepares to transport the invaders on the shuttle to the brig::

CIV Apryus says:
::initiates transport::

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: approaches the Pharaoh ::

Woman in Black says:
@CO: What of you man on the planet? He may die today... :: smiles::

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
@::Awakens....to find his word materialize around him...and to dematerialize into the Brig::

OPS Stidd says:
@CO: Prisoner is now in the brig on the Pharaoh, do you require beamout?

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
<World>

Host John A says:
ACTION: With the touch of a button, the bay doors drop to receive the Shuttle

CO von Krieg says:
@::looks around with wounded eyes:: Woman: I won't leave him...I'll never leave anyone again.

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: on final approach ::

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
::Stands up...and checks his surroundings....::

OPS Stidd says:
@COMM: Captain, respond please.

CO von Krieg says:
@to self:: This is a dream...

Woman in Black says:
@CO: Yet he is there and you are safe. You know I won't let anything hurt you, why not go get him, I'll be with you.

FCO Qwynn says:
@ Stidd: I'm sensing bloodlust, that's the only way I can describe it.

CIV Apryus says:
*Stidd* Lieutenant, I suggest you attempt to stop whatever... telepathic activity that is disturbing the captain, inject him with a neural suppressor might be sufficient

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
::Checks himself, his weapons are gone.....all of them....::

FCO Qwynn says:
@CO: Sir, what are you seeing?

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: walks closer to the Captain ::

CO von Krieg says:
@Woman: I should have died with my brother...

CIV Apryus says:
*Stidd* If it is not that telepathy, despite what your team is sensing, just sedate him

CO von Krieg says:
@::squeezes his eyes shut:: FCO: A dream, that is all...

FCO Qwynn says:
@ Stidd:  I'm also sensing agitation and hostility from Mr Apryus.  Most unusual.  They could be related.

Woman in Black says:
@CO: We can't have that now. You will continue to live and to take life, it is your purpose

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
::Checks himself...the pills are still there....if they torture him....he will have a quick death::

OPS Stidd says:
*CIV* I have another idea. ::Approaches the CO and attempts to initiate a mind meld::

CIV Apryus says:
*Stidd* Cease that action you don’t know what harm it may cause to yourself!

FCO Qwynn says:
@ CO: you are dreaming while awake, sir.  What is it you are dreaming?

Host John A says:
ACTION: The shuttle sits on it's pad, powering down. All is clear to exit

CIV Apryus says:
*Stidd* We still have no proof he is not insane, the repercussions of a mindmeld with someone of his mental state could leave u a vegetable, or worse

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: Reaches out an arm :: Stidd: not yet.

OPS Stidd says:
CO: Your mind to my mind... Your thoughts to my thoughts... We are becoming one.

CIV Apryus says:
*stidd* That’s a direct order, Take him to the sickbay and attempt to suppress his telepathy!

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
@::Presses his hand against the walls and force fields.....no way out there....::

CIV Apryus says:
Self: Dear lord Stidd, such reckless action...

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: The end...fire...the world serpent devouring us all:: pushes Stidd way:: OPS: That's enough Lt.

OPS Stidd says:
CO: You are the captain.  With your permission I would like to interrogate the prisoner we have.

CO von Krieg says:
All: We have to retrieve Mr. Wilks:: trails off distractedly::

Host John A says:
ACTION: With the prisoner stowed, the crew sets out to retrieve the CSO or at least concoct a plan.

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
::Sits on the bench....focusing his mind and body....he must be ready when they come::

CO von Krieg says:
OPS: Agreed....All: I will be in my quarters.

CIV Apryus says:
*Stidd* I would like to speak to you later...

CO von Krieg says:
::moves off to the turbo lift::

Woman in Black says:
CO: I will be here when you need me darling... :: disappears ::

OPS Stidd says:
*CIV* As you wish.

TO T’Rel says:
OPS: With your permission I will accompany you.

OPS Stidd says:
::Exits the shuttle and heads to the holding cell.::

CIV Apryus says:
*CO* Captain may I speak with you shortly?

OPS Stidd says:
TO: Come

CO von Krieg says:
::the door whooshes open an he stumbles into his darkened room:: *CIV*: Be brief, Commander. I am in quarters.

TO T’Rel says:
::follow Lt. Stidd::

CIV Apryus says:
::heads off the bridge to the CO's quarters::

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
::Feels around for a loose piece of material...something that he could use to deviate the force field......::

CO von Krieg says:
::to self:: This is a dream, just a dream...my command...

OPS Stidd says:
::Arrives at the brig:: PMB: Can I help you with something?

TO T’Rel says:
::enters the brig::

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
Stidd: You can die.

CIV Apryus says:
::arrives outside the CO's quarters and rings the chime::

OPS Stidd says:
PMB: I don’t see that happening at this time.  I am sorry to disappoint you.

CO von Krieg says:
::to the door:: Enter.

CIV Apryus says:
::steps inside::

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
Stidd: Well let me die with a fighting chance.....

CIV Apryus says:
CO: I was sensing a great telepathic disturbance, blood lust, such... Apparently all this has rubbed off on me I have been becoming slightly...agitated,

CIV Apryus says:
CO: Would you like me to get a telepathic suppressant from sickbay?

OPS Stidd says:
PMB: This I might do if you are willing to give me the information I need.

CO von Krieg says:
CIV: No.. this is not real. I am afraid for my judgement...

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
Stidd: and give up my brothers......you must think I am a fool.

CIV Apryus says:
CO: Perhaps...for the safety of the crew, we should temporarily deactivate your command codes, I have all faith in your integrity but we don’t want an alien presence taking advantage of your power

OPS Stidd says:
PMB: You would not be giving up anything but the safe return of our comrade, and in return you too would be returned.

TO T’Rel says:
PMB: Indeed.

CO von Krieg says:
::becomes angry:: CIV: I am not under anyone's control, Commander.  I am in command of this vessel and will remain in such a position.

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
Stidd: You attacked first...and I care not for my safety.....

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
Stidd: but you seem to be a being of integrity.....

CIV Apryus says:
CO: Captain, I look to you as a role model, you have done more in your commission then almost anyone I know, my thoughts are in the interest of this crew, I say as a friend and as a colleague, I suggest we play it safe

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
Stidd: Very well.....I shall give you...and no one else the code.....

CIV Apryus says:
CO: Call it medical leave...

OPS Stidd says:
PMB: Thank you.  T'Rel: leave us.

CIV Apryus says:
CO: I understand however if you are reluctant

TO T’Rel says:
::leaves the brig::

TO T’Rel says:
::waits outside the door::

OPS Stidd says:
Computer: Seal this room so we are completely alone.

CO von Krieg says:
::looks broken:: CIV: We will wait. Please verify my actions...

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
~~~~Stidd: Alpha, Eagle One, Krouse, Omega~~~~

CIV Apryus says:
CO: Of course sir, I just worry if something happens and you take sudden action I may not be able to override the influenced order then

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
Stidd: Did you receive that....?

OPS Stidd says:
PMB: thank you.  I did receive it.  Can you answer another question for me?

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
::Pulls the pills from the top bridge of his mouth....crunches them in his teeth...swallows and dies...::

CO von Krieg says:
::smiles weakly and places his hand uncomfortably on Apyrus' shoulder:: CIV: I will not let it come to that...

Host John A says:
ACTION: The prisoner falls lifeless into Stidds arms, all mental images fade from his perceptions

NPP Soldier De`tusa says:
::His body is set ablaze....from the chemical reaction....and nothing is left in a moment of minute than ashes::

CIV Apryus says:
CO: Lets hope this thing is not that strong, I would hate to end this in violence... I'll return to the bridge

OPS Stidd says:
self: Most illogical.

OPS Stidd says:
COMM: ALL: Reassemble the away team in TR1.

TO T’Rel says:
::heads for TR1::

CIV Apryus says:
::turns his back and walks out the door and stops::

CIV Apryus says:
::waits for the doors to close behind him::

OPS Stidd says:
Computer: Unlock the door

Host John A says:
******** Pause Mission ********

